
Input

Value Creation Process

Mabuchi Motor contributes to the safe and comfortable lives of all people by providing safe and  
environmentally friendly power at reasonable prices through our refined small DC motor technology.

Solving social issues through our small DC motors

Sustainable enhancement of  our corporate value through reinvestment of the added value we create

Management Principle

"Contributing to international society and   
    continuously increasing our contribution."

Facing consumers

- Pursuit of safety and comfort in 

   daily life
- Realization of diverse values and 
   lifestyles
- Reduction of electric power and 
   energy consumption

- Global Warming
- Environmental and Energy Issues
- Low birthrate and aging society
- High incidence of traffic 
   accidents
- Poverty and economic 
   disparity

Facing global society

Human capital

- Total employees, Mabuchi Group:  20,894

- Employees at Headquarters with past or 

   present posts at bases outside Japan: 349

- Non-Japanese managers leading bases

  outside Japan: 13

- Non-Japanese group executive officers: 3

Manufacturing capital 

- R&D bases: 4

- R&D employees: 482

- Industrial property rights held: 742

- New applications for 

  industrial property rights: 70

Financial capital 

- Total capital: 259.9 billion yen

- Capital adequacy ratio: 90.9 % 

Social capital 
- Corporate customers: 1,425

- Parts and material suppliers: 397

- Shareholders: 24,177

Natural capital 

- Electricity usage: 217 million kWh

- CO2 emissions (Scope1 + Scope2):  

   119,454 t-CO2

- Water usage: 774 thousand ㎥ 

Intellectual capital 

- Overseas production ratio: 100 %

- Production bases: 14

Challenges facing 

global society

Mabuchi Global 
Management System

Next-generation 
Standardization Strategy

Management base that allows 
employees to thrive and play an active role

Mabuchi Motor increases the happiness of all our stakeholders.

Envisioning: Mabuchi Motor in the next 10 years 

Long-term Management Policy

Mid-Term Management Plan: Performance Guidance
Net Sales: Average annual growth rate 8 % to 10%　Operating income ratio: 15％ or higher　

ROIC: 12％ or higher

Mid-Term Management Plan (2021-2023)

* EPB: Electric Parking Blake
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Output

Outcome

Solving social issues through our small DC motors

Sustainable enhancement of  our corporate value through reinvestment of the added value we create

"Contributing to international society and   
    continuously increasing our contribution."

Contribute to solving issues faced by 

the international community through 

our business activities and sustainably 

increase corporate value

Contributing to 
solving social issues

Automotive Products
Sales volume
936 million pieces

Main applications

- Power window lifters
- EPB
- Power seats
- Valve actuators
- Door lock actuators
- Door mirrors　
- Air conditioner dumper
  actuators
- Head light, etc.

Life and Industry 
Equipment

Sales volume
410 million pieces

Main applications

- Home appliances,
  power tools and housing
  equipment
- Health and medical care
- Office equipment
- Industrial equipment, etc.

Annual Sales 

 134.5 billion yen

Operating income 

 13.8 billion yen

Operating income ratio 

 10.3%

Facing our customers

- Reduction of environmental 
   impact
- Compact, lightweight, highly 
   efficient, and quiet
- High quality
- Stable procurement
- Cost reduction

Mabuchi Global 
Management System

Management base that allows 
employees to thrive and play an active role

Mabuchi Motor increases the happiness of all our stakeholders.

Envisioning: Mabuchi Motor in the next 10 years 

Mid-Term Management Plan: Performance Guidance
Net Sales: Average annual growth rate 8 % to 10%　Operating income ratio: 15％ or higher　

ROIC: 12％ or higher

●Safe, comfortable and prosperous society
●Reduction of energy consumption and  
    environmental impact
●Reduce and eliminate poverty and economic  
    disparity
●Solving consumer issues through our  
    customers' products

Contribution to the 
International Community

Contribution to Customers

●Compact, lightweight, highly efficient, and 

    quietness for your products

●Freedom from quality problems

●Reduce the cost of customers' products

Creation of economic value

●Gain economic added value as a result of 

　contributions to society and customers, and  

　redistribute to stakeholders
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